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This present invention relates to the manufacture of 
felted fibrous products such as paper, board, pulp, as 
bestos-cement products and the like, in continuous web 
form on machines which for convenience will be referred 
to in this specification as "papermaking machines." More 
particularly, the present invention relates to the operation 
of the wet end of papermaking machines of the Four 
drinier type. At the wet end of such machines the fibrous 
web is formed from stock consisting primarily of a sus 
pension of fibers in water which is continuously deposited 
from an orifice or similar device onto a travelling endless 
belt of screen-like material. Such screen belts may be 
Woven from metal wire or from synthetic yarns, including 
monofilaments, multifilaments, staple fibers, or any com 
bination thereof, and will be referred to herein at Four 
drinier screens. 

In papermaking machines of the type referred to above, 
the Fourdrinier screen is driven through an endless path 
around a breast roll the upper surface of which is located 
adjacent the point of deposit of the stock, a couch roll 
and one or more guide rolls and tensioning rolls. The 
portion of the path extending from the upper surface of 
the breast roll to the upper surface of the couch roll is 
generally horizontal and constitutes the web-forming and 
water extracting portions of the path. The guide rolls 
and tension rols are located beneath the machine and 
lie in the return portion of the path which extends from 
the couch roll back to the breast roll. 

In the web-forming portion of the path of the Four 
drinier screen the screen passes over various devices to 

In the web-forming portion of the path of the Four 
drinier screen the screen passes over various devices to 
control or to promote the drainage of water through the 
screen. Ordinarily the screen passes over forming boards 
adjacent the breast roll and the screen then passes over 
a plurality of table rolls or stationary drainage units, or 
combinations thereof, which cause a controlled drainage 
through the screen of a major portion of the water in the 
stock, leaving the major portion of the fibers in the form 
of a felted web on the upper surface of the screen. The 
Screen then progresses through the portion of the path in 
which water is extracted from the freshly laid web. Thus 
the screen usually passes over a plurality of suction boxes 
having flat perforated tops across which the screen is 
dragged while suction is applied through the screen to 
extract water from the web of fibers carried on the upper 
surface of the screen. The couch roll is frequently pro 
vided with interior chambers arranged in such a manner as 
to apply further suction to the web and then to release the 
suction so that the web may be continuously picked off the 
screen by a pick-up felt for further dewatering. The web 
is eventually transferred continuously to drying and reel 
ing apparatus. 

Formation, that is the pattern of distribution of fibers 
in the web, is primarily established in the early part of 
the web-forming path where about 90% or more of the 
water originally in the stock rapidly drains through the 
screen. Formation therefore is dependent upon a com 
pleX combination of machine speed and rate of drainage 
of the water through the screen, and the partciular type 
of formation desired varies quite widely between differ 
ent grades of paper or other felted fibrous products being 
manufactured. For any particular product and forma 
tion it is always the desire to operate the machine at as 
high a rate of speed as is practicable, and in many in 
stances the upper limit upon production speed is estab 
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2 
lished by physical limitations imposed upon the screen 
as a result of the mechanical demands placed upon it. 
Higher speeds increase the physical demands and thus 
call for stronger constructions which must be either 
coarsely woven, with large yarns or wires and large open 
ings, or tightly woven with small yarns or wires and small 
openings. The coarse structures may afford rapid drain 
age but they cause marking of the screen pattern in the 
paper. The tightly woven structures may not mark the 
paper but the drainage rate is much slower. The slower 
drainage rate means that a proportionately greater length 
of wire must be provided and this compounds the physical 
strength demands as well as increases the cost of the 
Screens and the papermaking machine. - . . . . 
Accordingly the design of Fourdrinier screens has re 

quired compromises between the physical demands and 
the desired drainage characteristics with resultant limita 
tion upon the speed at which paper or similar products 
may be produced with the fiber formation, uniformity of 
caliper, freedom from screen marking and other charac 
teristics that may be required. - - ... - 
The present invention provides supplemental screen 

like belts made from yarns of synthetic materials and pref 
erably woven in endless form, which are arranged to run 
in endless paths inside the endless paths of Fourdrinier 
Screens. In all modifications of the present invention the 
Supplemental belt lies under and in direct contact with 
the Fourdrinier screen in one or more parts of the web 
forming and/or the water extracting portions of the path 
of the Fourdrinier screen. In one embodiment a supple 
mental belt may lie beneath the Fourdrinier screen as it 
passes over the Suction boxes. In other embodiments the 
belt may remain in contact with the Fourdrinier screen 
as it passes around the couch roll or the breast roll or 
both, or substantially throughout the endless path thereof. 
These supplemental belts perform at least one and usually 
several functions such as protecting the Fourdrinier screen 
from wear, relieving it, in varying degrees in different em 
bodiments, from the stresses due to tensioning, power 
transmitting and supporting of the stock, as well as in 
creasing the rate at which water may be uniformly drained 
from the stock in the critical formation zone. 

In one sense it is a purpose of the present invention 
to reduce the mechanical demands' placed upon Four 
drinier screens whereby the design of the screens may be 
pointed much more sharply toward the drainage, forma 
tion or marking characteristics or combinations of these 
characteristics required for the production of any par 
ticular product, in many cases at higher rates of speed than 
heretofore practical. However, the present invention 
affords additional advantages which are not directly 
related to the reduction of mechanical demands. For 
example, the multitudinous points of contact between the 
Fourdrinier screen and the woven synthetic fabric beneath 
it promotes rapid and uniform drainage of water through 
the Fourdrinier screen irrespective of its construction and 
this factor permits the use, where desired, of Fourdrinier 
screens of exceptionally closely-woven construction. 
The present invention also affords the possibility of 

valuable changes in papermaking machine construction. 
Drastically shorter Fourdrinier screens may be used to 
obtain equivalent or superior products and production 
speeds with resultant reduction in size and cost of the 
machine and building in which it is housed. . . . 

It also has been discovered that the use of a durable 
synthetic fabric as a Fourdrinier screen coming into di 
rect contact with the suction boxes or the use of such a 
fabric as a supplemental belt, as disclosed herein, with a 
Synthetic or metallic Fourdrinier screen makes possible a 
new combination in a papermaking machine of such a 
fabric with suction boxes having perforated tops made 
of a substantially permanent material such as stainless 
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steel. Since Fourdrinier screens heretofore used almost 
always have been made of metallic wire the suction box 
tops have been made of wood or, more recently, of plastic 
or plastic-coated materials to reduce wear on the metal 
wire fabric. These soft materials have wasted power be 
cause of their relatively high frictional characteristics and 
have required frequent replacement or resurfacing because 
of irregularities, ridges and the like, worn into them by the 
metallic fabric. With synthetic fabrics the wood or plastic 
Surfaces are not only not required but indeed are un 
desirable. The life of the synthetic fabrics may be in 
creased several fold by using smooth metal-surfaced per 
forate plates for the tops of the suction boxes and stain 
less steel has been found to be particularly desirable for 
such use. The amount of power required to drag the 
fabric over the suction boxes is greatly reduced with the 
result that even greater freedom of fabric design is 
afforded. 

Other and further objects of the present invention will 
be understood from the following description of preferred, 
illustrative forms of the present invention together with 
the drawings forming a part of this specification. 

In the drawings: 
FIGURE 1 is a diagrammatic side elevational view of 

the wet end of a typical papermaking machine embody 
ing one form of the present invention; 
FIGURE 2 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional view 

taken along the line 2-2 in FIGURE 1; 
FIGURE 3 is a view similar to FIGURE 1 showing a 

different embodiment of the present invention; 
FIGURE 4 is a view similar to FIGURE 1 showing still 

another embodiment of the present invention; 
FIGURE 5 shows a further embodiment thereof; and 
FIGURE 6 is an enlarged fragmentary plan view of a 

portion of any of the machines shown in the preceding 
figures, looking down upon one of the suction boxes with 
the supplemental belt, the Fourdrinier screen and the 
paper mat successively broken away. 

Referring now to the drawings, in FIG. 1 there is shown 
a Fourdrinier screen 10 which is movable in an endless 
path around a breast roll 12, a couch roll 14, a return 
guide roll 16 of well-known construction having edge 
sensing paddles 17 for automatic operation, a return roll 8 
and a movable screen-tensioning roll 20. The tensioning 
roll 20 may be mounted in a conventional manner, for 
example, on an arm 22 carried on a shaft 24 for angular 
adjustment about a horizontal axis 26. For convenience 
in illustration, the frame of the papermaking machine has 
not been shown and various supporting structures, wash 
rolls, showers and the like have been omitted. 
The screen 10, in a typical machine, is driven only by 

the couch roll 14 which is rotated by suitable means, not 
shown, in a clockwise direction as indicated by the arrow 
in FIG. 1. The remaining rolls are idlers and are rotated 
by the screen 10. 
Above the couch roll 12 there is indicated a head box 

28 having an orifice or "slice' 30 from which the stock 
32, in the form of an aqueous suspension of fibers flows 
continuously in a ribbon-like stream, frequently several 
inches deep, onto the screen 10 as the latter leaves the 
breast roll to enter the formation zone. Illustratively 
there is shown a forming board 34 positioned beneath 
the screen 10 and extending from a position closely adja 
cent the periphery of the breast roll 12 to a position down 
stream of the screen path. When a forming board or 
boards are used their function is to partially impede drain 
age of water through the screen 10 for a brief period in 
which formation may start with generally horizontally 
disposed fibers bridging the interstices of the screen 10. 
The screen 10 progresses to a series of table rolls 36 

which are rotatably supported on horizontal axes extend 
ing transversely of the path of the screen 10. The table 
rolls 36, as is well known, not only serve to support the 
Screen 10 with the layer of stock thereon but also serve 
to extract Water through the screen 10, separating the 
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4 
water from the fibers which are deposited in a layer upon 
the upper surface of the screen 10 in desired random 
orientation and relatively uniform thickness. As the 
screen 10 passes over each table roll 36 the surface of 
the latter moves downwardly away from the Screen creat 
ing a zone of subatmospheric pressure tending to draw 
water downwardly and also tending to draw the screen 
itself downwardly. The diameter of the table rolls and 
the speed of the screen must be carefully related to the 
stiffness and porosity of the screen and with the nature 
of the stock to minimize dipping and recovery of the 
screen as it passes over each table roll. Such action 
frequently causes "stock jump' and the present invention 
affords a highly effective combination for preventing stock 
jump while providing for rapid removal of water. 

In addition to the table rolls 36 there may be provided 
any of the well-known forms of stationary dewatering 
devices. For example a transversely extending board 38 
may be interposed between any or all pairs of adjacent 
table rolls 36 or such a board may be substituted for one 
or more of the table rolls. The particular form of the 
board 38 or equivalent stationary dewatering device or 
devices is not material to the present invention. Usually 
these devices are adjustably mounted at the sides of the 
machine so that the leading portion of the upper surface 
may be brought into contact with the lower surface of 
the Fourdrinier screen 10 and the trailing portion of the 
upper surface may be inclined downwardly away from 
the Screen to promote drainage of water through the 
SCCI. 
As shown in FIG. 1 the Fourdrinier screen 10 next 

passes over one or more suction boxes 40 having essen 
tially flat tops 42 which are perforated, usually with a 
staggered pattern of holes or slots. For example, in FIG. 
2 there is shown a fragment of a suction box top 42 hav 
ing staggered rows of holes 44 and 46 which extend trans 
versely of the path of travel of the screen 10. Instead 
of being circular, as shown, the holes 44 and 46 may take 
the form of slots which may be elongated in any desired 
direction relative to said path of travel. The suction 
boxes 40 are connected to a suitable pump (not shown) 
which exhausts the air and water from the interior of the 
boxes which enters through the screen 10 and the slots 
44 and 46. 
The screen 10 next progresses to the couch roll 14 

which, as shown in FIG. 1, may be provided with a 
Suction chamber 48 fixed against rotation and communi 
cating, through a perforated rotary shell 50 of the couch 
roll 14 with the lower surface of the screen 10. Water is 
extracted from the stock on the screen 10 into the cham 
ber 48 by means of a suitable pump (not shown) which 
continuously exhausts water and air from the chamber 48. 
The structure so far described is merely illustrative of 

a convention combination of papermaking machine ele 
ments and the combination as well as the elements may 
take many different forms as is well known in the art. 
It will be recognized that in any such combination the 
Fourdrinier screen 10 must have the mechanical strength 
to withstand longitudinal forces due to tension and the 
transmission of power and to withstand bending forces 
at the table rolls, and it also must withstand abrasion as 
it comes into contact with the various rolls and stationary 
Surfaces in its path. 

In FIG. 1 the present invention is illustrated in an em 
bodiment which greatly reduces frictional drag with at 
tendant reduction in abrasive wear and in the amount of 
power which the screen 10 is required to transmit. In 
this embodiment an endless belt 52 is positioned inside 
the endless path of the screen 10 and is conducted through 
a path Such that the belt 52 lies between the screen 10 
and the tops 42 of the Suction boxes 40. The endless belt 
52 is preferably wider than the screen 10 so that the screen 
10 will be Supported on the belt 52 throughout its width 
during travel over the suction boxes, and so that the 
Screen and belt may be independently guided as described 
below. 
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The belt 52 may be conducted over rolls 54 and 56 
located respectively ahead of and beyond the suction 
boxes 40 and return rolls 58 and 60 located beneath the 
suction boxes. One of the return rolls, for example the 
roll 60, may be a guide roll having edge sensing paddles 
61 and well-known provisions for maintaining the belt 
52 centered in its desired path. One of the rolls 54 or 
58 may be adjustable transversely of its axis of rotation 
to apply such degree of tension upon the belt 52 as may 
be desired. 

It is known in the art to provide a very heavy rubber 
belt with perforations extending through it to run in a 
path approximately the same as that just described for 

, the belt 52. These rubber belts usually are associated 
with special suction boxes so that the belts, in effect, con 
stitute a movable suction box top and the perforations 
in them are quite comparable with those normally formed 
in fixed suction box tops. The rubber belts of the prior 
art usually are dragged along by the Fourdrinier screen, 
and while they may be effective to reduce, to a limited 
extent, the abrasive wear upon the screen they are neces 
Sarily very heavy and stiff, and they place an additional 
power demand upon the screen. Also, they require spe 
cial Suction box tops having such a perforation pattern 
as to be usable only in combination with rubber belts of a particular design. 
In contrast with the prior art the present invention 

makes use of a belt 52 woven from synthetic yarns and 
preferably woven in endless form to avoid the need for 
transverse joints. The belt 52 is thus a fabric com 
parable to the non-metallic fabric from which Fourdrinier 
Screens have been made, but in most cases the belt fabric 
may be made of heavier or coarser yarns and the weave 
may be more open. Such a coarse open fabric would nor 
mally not be useful as a Fourdrinier screen because it 
would tend to pass too many fibers, it would mark the 
paper or other fibrous product being produced, and would 
also cause the formation to be so uneven as to be un 
acceptable for almost any sort of fibrous product. How 
ever, such a coarse, relatively open fabric has been found 
to be an ideal support for a Fourdrinier screen which may 
may be of Such construction as not to be practical for use 
alone in the conventional manner. 

In the form of the invention shown in FIGURE 1, the 
supplemental screen-like belt 52 is an idler belt whereby 
the power required to drag it across the suction boxes 40 
must be derived from the Fourdrinier screen 10. How 
ever, because of the light weight and flexibility of the belt 
52, the power demand is very much less than it has been 
for the heavy perforated rubber belts heretofore used. 
Beyond this, however, the surface textures of the belt 52 
and screen 10 are such that they tend to mesh with one 
another whereby the belt 52 readily moves with the screen 
10. As diagrammatically shown in FIGURE 2, the Four 
drinier screen 10 is made up of transversely extending 
yarns or wires 58 and longitudinally extending yarns or 
wires 60, and the fabric belt 52 is made up of transverse 
ly extending yarns 62 and longitudinally extending yarns 
64. While a plain weave is shown in each instance it will 
be understood that any of the various weaves heretofore 
used for Fourdrinier screens, for example, may be used 
for the screen 10 and belt 52 disclosed herein. Also, 
While it is customary in the manufacture of Fourdrinier 
Screens from metallic wire to have the warps run length 
wise of the screen, with welded or brazed joints to form 
an endless belt, it is preferred, when Fourdrinier screens 
are made from synthetic yarns to weave them endless so 
as to avoid the need for a joint or seam. In the present 
invention the screen 10 may be metallic or non-metallic as 
desired, but for purposes of illustration the screen 10 
shown in FIGURE 2 is of the configuration assumed in an 
endless-woven structure. Thus, the transversely extend 
ing wires or yarns 58 have the undulating shape charac 
teristic of warps, while the longitudinally extending wires 
or yarns 60 have the straight shape characteristic of wefts. 
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6 
Irrespective of the construction of or material used for 

the screen 10 is it a particular feature of the present in 
vention that the fabric belt 52 be non-metallic and it is 
preferred that it be woven in tubular form on the loom 
whereby the longitudinally extending yarns 64 are wefts 
and the transversely extending yarns 62 are warps. It is 
believed that maximum benefits of the present invention 
are achieved when both the screen 10 and belt 52 are non 
metallic endless-woven fabrics, and FIGURE 2 is intend 
ed to illustrate the combination of these preferred fabrics. 
Thus, the transversely extending yarns 58 and 62 of both 
fabrics shown in FIGURE 2 have been illustrated as un 
dulating above and below the wefts 60 and 64 in the man 
ner which is characteristic of warp yarns in a woven fabric. 

In all preferred forms of the present invention the sup 
plemental belt 52, at least, is woven in such a manner that 
the transversely extending yarns are undulating and there 
fore form knuckles which make up the surface of the 
fabric. These knuckles give the belt 52 a surface texture 
which tends to mesh with the Fourdrinier screen 10 where 
by the belt 52 will readily move in a longitudinal direc 
tion with the screen 10 when the papermaking machine 
is in operation. In the specifically preferred form shown 
in FIGURE 2 wherein the Fourdrinier screen 10 also has 
the undulating yarns extending transversely, the resistance 
to slipping in the longitudinal direction in which the screen 
10 and belt 52 move in use is unusually good. 
Beyond the fact that driving of the supplemental screen 

like idler belt 52 as shown in FIGURE 1 requires very 
little power from the Fourdrinier screen 10, the inter 
positioning of an idler belt 52 constructed in accordance 
with the present invention between the Fourdrinier screen 
10 and the suction box tops brings about a very great re 
duction in the total amount of power which must be exert 
ed through the Fourdrinier screen 10. The relatively 
coarse woven structure of the belt 52 presents many fewer 
points of frictional contact with the suction box tops than 
is presented by a Fourdrinier screen of ordinary construc 
tion. These points of contact are between the knuckles of 
the transversely extending warps 62 and the suction box 
tops. Consequently abrasive wear is on the knuckles and 
not on the longitudinally extending yarns 64 whereby the 
longitudinal tensile strength of the belt 52 is not pro 
gressively reduced by such wear as would be the case if 

Full ad 
vantage of this characteristic of the belts of the present 
invention may be realized by using suction box tops which 
are highly resistant to abrasion and preferably are smooth 
ly polished. For example, the suction box tops 42 may 
be made of stainless steel and the upper surfaces thereof 
may be polished prior to installation in the machine. 
After the machine is placed in operation the movement of 
the belt 52 across the polished surfaces of the suction box 
tops 42 may further polish and smooth the surfaces, but 
grooving or galling of the surfaces has not been observed, 
even after extremely long periods of operation. The co 
efficient of friction between the belt 52, which is woven 
from Synthetic yarns, and the smooth hard suction box 
tops 42 is extremely low with the result that the force 
required to pull the belt 52, the Fourdrinier screen 10 
and the fibrous stock 68 (see FIGURE 2) carried by the 
Screen 10 across the suction boxes 40, with the latter in 
normal operation, is very much less than has been re 
quired in any combination of which applicant is aware. 
The customary practice in the past has been to use 

metallic Fourdrinier screens which are dragged across the 
Suction box tops in direct contact therewith. Since the 
bronze or other alloys normally used in metallic Four 
drinier screens have relatively low abrasion resistance and 
because of the almost inevitable presence of gritty or 
metallic particles in the pulp, the suction box tops have 
been made of wood or relatively soft plastic materials 
which wear much more rapidly than the metal in the 
Screen. Steel suction box tops would be impractical for 
use with metallic Fourdrinier screens not only because 
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of the expected rapid wear upon the screens but also be 
cause the gritty particles in the pulp cause grooving of 
the metal box tops and the metallic particles in the pulp 
cause galling between the metal wire and metal tops with 
consequent destruction of the screen. 
The wood or plastic suction box tops heretofore neces 

sarily used with metallic Fourdrinier screens require fre 
quent resurfacing to remove grooves and other imperfec 
tions caused by wear and such resurfacing causes frequent 
shut-down of the papermaking machine. They also offer 
very substantial frictional resistance to the dragging of 
the screen across the suction boxes when the machine is 
in operation, and the power required to overcome this 
resistance must be exerted upon that portion of the screen 
which extends forwardly from the suction boxes to the 
couch, or driving, roll. As discussed above, the demand 
for longitudinal tensile strength to overcome this resistance 
alone has placed severe limitations upon the design of 
metallic Fourdrinier screens. 

It is a feature of the present invention that hard metal 
suction box tops may be used when a non-metallic Four 
drinier screen woven from synthetic materials, such as 
nylon and other materials discussed hereinbelow, is used, 
with or without the non-metallic supplemental belt 52, and 
it is a further feature of this invention that such metal 
suction box tops may be used with a metallic Fourdrinier 
screen when the non-metallic belt 52 is interposed between 
the screen and the suction box tops as shown in FIGURE 
1. In all such cases the material in contact with the suc 
tion box tops is the non-metallic material described herein 
and the advantages of long service life for the last men 
tioned material, reduced power demand and substan 
tially complete elimination of resurfacing of suction box 
tops, are achieved. When the non-metallic belt 52 is 
used as shown in FIGURE 1 with either a metallic or 
non-metallic screen 10 the further advantage of vastly 
reduced wear upon the screen 10 and even greater reduc 
tion in power demand are achieved. 

In the form of the invention shown in FIGURE 3, all 
of the major elements of the papermaking machine al 
ready described in connection with FIGURE 1 are shown 
and are identified by the same reference characters as 
used in FIGURE 1, whereby description of said elements 
need not be repeated at this point. In FIGURE 3, how 
ever, the supplemental screen-like belt is differently ar 
ranged. Thus, the supplemental belt 152 not only extends 
from a roll 54 over the suction boxes 40 but it continues 
beneath the Fourdrinier screen 0 around the couch roll 
14 to the return guide roll 16. At the return guide roll 
16 the belt 152 is separated from the Fourdrinier screen 
10 and the edge sensing paddles 17 may be arranged to 
engage the edges of belt 152. In such event the return 
guide roll 16 will guide both the belt 152 and screen 10 
in response to the sensing of the belt 152. The belt 152 
may be tensioned by movement of the roll 54 in some 
cases, or by a belt tensioning roll 160 carried on an arm 
162 secured to a shaft 164 for rotatable adjustment about 
the axis 66 of the shaft 164 as may be desired. The belt 
152 then continues to the belt guide roll 54 to complete its 
endless path. The screen 10 should be separately guided 
and to this end the roll 18 may be a return guide roll with 
edge sensing paddles 19. 
The modification of the invention illustrated in FIG 

URE 3 affords all of the advantages obtained by use of 
the modification shown in FIGURE 1, and in addition 
affords the very great advantage of relieving the Four 
drinier screen 10 from a substantial portion of the longi 
tudinal stresses incident to the driving of the Screen 
through its endless path. In this form of the invention the 
supplemental screen-like belt 152 is not an idler, as in 
FIGURE 1, but rather serves to drive the Fourdrinier 
screen 10 because it lies beneath the screen at the couch 
roll 14. Thus, the power required to drag the belt 152 and 
the Fourdrinier screen 10 over the suction boxes 40 is 
exerted through the belt 152 instead of through the 
screen 10. 
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Because the modification shown in FIGURE 3 relieves 

the Fourdrinier screen 0 from the longitudinal stresses 
due to movement across the suction boxes it will be ap 
parent that the Fourdrinier screen 10 may be even lighter 
in construction, if so desired, than it might need to be for 
use in the modification shown in FIGURE 1. Accord 
ingly, this particular form of the invention affords the 
designer of the Fourdrinier screen an even greater latitude 
than is afforded by the form shown in FIGURE 1. 
FIGURE 4 illustrates a still further modification of the 

present invention. The principal elements of the paper 
making machine illustrated in FIGURE 1 are also shown 
in FIGURE 4 and are indicated by the same reference 
numerals as are used in FIGURE 1 to avoid the necessity 
for repetition of description of such elements. However, 
in the modification shown in FIGURE 4 a supplemental 
belt 252 is shown which is positioned inside of and ex 
tends with the Fourdrinier screen 10 through almost all 
of the path of the latter. Thus, the belt 252 is interposed 
between the Fourdrinier screen 10 and substantially all of 
the elements of the papermaking machine over which the 
Fourdrinier screen 10 would normally pass to protect the 
screen 10 from wear and to relieve it from almost all 
StreSSeS. 

In FIGURE 4 the supplemental belt 252 extends in 
face-to-face engagement with and beneath the Four 
drinier screen 10 around the breast roll 12 and over the 
forming board 34, over the table rolls 36 and other de 
watering devices such as 38. The belt 252 continues 
beneath the screen 10 over the suction boxes 40 and 
around the couch roll 14, to the return guide roll 16. 
At the return guide roll 16 the belt 252 may be guided 
away from the Fourdrinier screen 10 to pass over a belt 
tensioning roll 260 carried by an arm 262 secured to a 
shaft 264 for rotatable adjustment about the axis 266 of 
the shaft 264. From the belt tensioning roll the belt 252 
extends to the return roll 18 where it rejoins the Four 
drinier screen 10 for travel with the same through the 
endless path just described. Separate guiding of the 
screen 10 must be provided. For example, an addi 
tional return guide roll (not shown) may be positioned 
in the independent portion of the path of the Screen 10. 
Alternatively, separate guiding may be provided by mak 
ing the tension roll 20 also serve as a guide roll, with edge 
sensing paddles 21 engaging the edges of screen 10. 

By proper adjustment of the respective tensioning rolls 
258 and 20 the belt 252 and screen 10 may be made to 
ride together smoothly with the belt 252 assuming almost 
all of the stresses and wear to which the Fourdrinier 
screen 10 ordinarily would be subjected. From the 
standpoint of tension alone, the designer of a Fourdrinier 
screen 10 for use in an embodiment such as that shown 
in FIGURE 4, is almost unlimited in his ability to make 
use of light and delicate fabrics including many which 
could never be used alone for Fourdrinier screens. 

In FIG. 5 a supplemental belt 352 is arranged and 
guided in the same manner as the belt 252 in FIG. 4, 
except that the belt 352 does not extend around the breast 
roll 2. As shown in FIG. 5 the belt 352 is separated 
from the screen 10 at the return roll 18 and extends up 
wardly to a special roll 336 which is positioned in place 
of one of the table rolls 36. The belt 352 may be sep 
arately tensioned in the manner shown in FIG. 4 or, alter 
natively, the special roll 336 may be mounted for horizon 
tal adjustment. In this form of the invention the Sup 
plemental belt 352 is not beneath the Fourdrinier screen 
10 as the latter passes beneath the slice 30, and over the 
forming board 34 and, if so desired, a selected number 
of the table rolls 36. Thus, the critical early formation 
of the sheet 68 occurs on the unbacked screen 10 and 
this may be preferred in certain instances as will be dis 
cussed below. 

While FIG. 2 has been identified above as an enlarged 
fragmentary section taken along the line 2-2 of FIG. 
1, it is equally characteristic of a similar Section in FIGS. 
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3, 4 or 5. Also, it will be recognized that even at the 
enlarged scale employed for FIG. 2 the representation of 
the supplemental belt 52, screen 10, and layer of de 
posited paper fibers 58 is necessarily diagrammatic. 
This is also true of the fragmentary plan view, presented 
in FIG. 6 which is enlarged to a lesser degree than FIG. 
2. FIGS. 2 and 6 are intended to convey, within the 
limits of practicality, typical relative proportions of the 
suction box holes 44, 46, the layer of fibers 68 and the 
fabrics which comprise the belt 52 and Fourdrinier screen 
10. The proportions are based on one illustrative in 
stallation particularly adapted for the manufacture of a 
corrugating board. In this particular installation the 
holes 44 and 46 in the suction box top 42 are circular 
and they are approximately one-half inch in diameter. 
The supplemental belt 52 is woven from synthetic yarns 
and there are twenty-four warp yarns 62 per inch and 
there are twenty weft yarns 64 per inch. The Four 
drinier sceen 10 is woven from synthetic yarns with sixty 
warp yarns 58 per inch and forty weft yarns 60 per inch. 
Thus, since FIG. 2 is a section taken across the wefts 
and parallel with the warps it will be observed that there 
are approximately ten weft yarns 64 within the portion 
of the belt 52 which spans the diameter of a single suc 
tion box hole 44 or 46. Similarly, there are approxi 
mately twenty weft yarns 60 within the portion of the 
Fourdrinier screen 10 which spans the diameter of a single 
suction box hole 44 or 46. A typical supplemental belt 
52 woven from synthetic yarns to the count illustratively 
set forth above may have a tensile strength in the machine 
direction, that is in the direction of the wefts, of about. 
815 pounds per lineal inch. In contrast with this, a 
typical Fourdrinier screen 10 woven from synthetic yarns 
to the count illustratively set forth above may have a 
tensile strength in the machine or weft direction of about 
380 pounds per lineal inch. In another typical installa 
tion suitable for the manufacture of fine paper or paper 
made from stock containing a substantial quantity of 
short fibers or filling material where high fines retention 
is desirable, the Fourdrinier screen 10 may be woven 
from yarns of synthetic material to much higher counts. 
For example, a count of ninety warps per inch and ninety 
wefts per inch may be used. A typical fabric woven to 
such a count from carefully selected synthetic materials 
and stabilized as will be discussed more fully below, may 
have a tensile strength in the machine or weft direction 
of about ninety pounds per lineal inch. With such a 
screen 10 the supplemental belt 52 provided in accord 
ance with the present invention may be the same strong, 
relatively coarse fabric described above in connection 
with the manufacture of a corrugating board, or it may 
be somewhat finer if so desired. In any event, the Sup 
plemental belt 52 can be substantially coarser in Weave 
and, where desirable, it may have up to several times 
greater machine-direction tensile strength than the screen 
10. 

In the form of the invention shown in FIG. 1, wherein 
the supplemental belt 52 is an idler, the superior tensile 
strength of the belt 52 is not fully utilized, but the fact 
that the belt 52 may be relatively coarse in weave provides 
the great advantage, as pointed out above, of low friction 
movement across the suction box tops with resultant re 
duction in power demand upon the screen 10. However, 
the form of the invention shown in FIG. 1 may be further 
modified in a well-known manner by providing suitable 
means for driving the roll 56 at a peripheral speed match 
ing that of the screen 10 whereby to relieve the screen 10 
of additional longitudinal stresses. 

In the form of the invention shown in FIG. 3 wherein 
the supplemental belt 152 extends across the suction boxes 
and around the couch roll 14, the great tensile strength 
of the belt 152 may be utilized inasmuch as it reinforces 
the screen 10 throughout the zone wherein the greatest 
longitudinal stress ordinarily is exerted upon the screen. 

In the form of the invention shown in FIG. 4 wherein 
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around the breast roll 12, across all of the dewatering de 
vices and table rolls, suction boxes and around the couch 
roll, the maximum advantage of the great tensile strength 
of the supplemental belt 252 and the independent ten 
sioning of the belt 252 and the screen 10 is realized. In 
this form of the invention the supplemental belt 252 may 
be placed under sufficient tension to prevent stock jump 
at the table rolls irrespective of the fineness and relatively 
low tensile strength of the screen 10. In this embodiment 
of the invention the screen 10 needs only to be placed 
under sufficient tension by means of its individual tension 
ing roll 20 as to insure that it will move with the supple 
mental belt 252 in a smooth and uniform manner. 

In the form of the invention shown in FIG. 5, almost 
all of the advantages flowing from the superior tensile 
strength of the supplemental belt 352 may be realized. 
As shown in FIG. 5, the screen 10 travels independently 
of the belt 352 through a relatively short portion of its 
endless path, and this portion is in the zone wherein very 
little machine direction stress is placed upon the screen 
10. By guiding the supplemental belt 352 into engage 
ment with the screen 10 at a position within the table roll 
and dewatering section just ahead of the zone in which 
stock jump may present a problem, the screen 10 need 
not be placed under any great amount of tension because 
the tension upon the belt 352 may be relied upon to pre 
vent stock jump in the critical areas. It will be under 
stood that while FIG. 5 shows the belt 352 brought into 
engagement with the screen 10 after it has passed several 
table rolls 36, the belt 352 may be brought beneath the 
screen at any point ahead of or behind the particular 
point chosen for illustration. For example, the belt 352 
might be brought into engagement with the screen 10 at 
the position occupied by the first table roll 36. 
The problem of stock jump has been discussed 

above in so far as its relation to screen tension is con 
cerned, but it will understood that, from a theoretical 
standpoint at least, the application of any increasing 
amount of longitudinal tension short of an infinite ten 
sion will not be completely effective to overcome the 
tendency of the screen 10 to wrap each of the table rolls 
over which it passes. However, a major cause of the 
tendency of the screen 10 to wrap a table roll is that 
each table roll acts as a pump carrying water and air 
away from the zone beneath the Fourdrinier screen. 
The screen is therefore caused to follow the table roll 
surface by the differential between the atmospheric pres 
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the supplemental belt 252 runs beneath the screen 10 75 

sure above the aqueous fibrous suspension carried by the 
screen, and the subatmospheric pressure on the down 
wardly moving side of the table roll. Since this differen 
tial sharply increases with increases in machine speed, 
it has been necessary to increase the screen tension very 
sharply or to make expensive structural alterations in a 
paper machine to accommodate it to higher speeds. In 
the forms of the present invention illustrated in FIGS. 
4 and 5, the supplemental belts 252 and 352 may be uti 
lized to control the differential and thus permit operation 
of a papermaking machine at greatly increased speeds 
without the need for increased tension to prevent stock 
jump. Reference to FIGS. 2 and 6 will reveal that the 
coarse open structure of the supplemental belt 52 affords 
openings of large volume between the yarns. The drain 
age rate of a screen 10 relative to a belt 252 or 352 in 
FIGS. 4 or 5, may be “adjusted' by relating the volume 
and the relative sizes of the openings between the yarns 
of the two fabrics so that the water that flows through 
the screen 10 as the fabrics pass over the table rolls 36 
will not fill the opening in the belt 252 or 352. Under 
these conditions air may circulate freely in generally hori 
zontal directions in and between the openings in the belt 
252 or 352. This circulating air will maintain the gas 
eous pressure on the downwardly running sides of the 
table rolls at a considerably higher value than would be 
the case if the fabric in engagement with the table roll 
were to be filled with water, as in the case in an ordinary 
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installation involving a single Fourdinier screen. Thus, 
for a particular papermaking machine with table rolls of 
a given diameter, the supplemental belts 252 or 352 and 
the screen 10 may be so designed as to establish the ef 
ficiency of the table rolls as pumps at a level where stock 
jump is avoided and the drainage rate is optimum for 
formation and water removal at almost any particular 
machine speed which may be desired. 

In utilizing the present invention it must be taken into 
consideration that the rate at which water will drain 
through a screen 10 of any particular construction is sub 
stantially greater when the screen 10 is in contact with 
any of the supplemental belts herein disclosed than it 
would be through the screen 10 alone. 

Reference to FIG. 2 will reveal that the knuckles in the 
Warp yarns 62 on the upper surface of the fabric belt 52 
provide an enormous number of separate contact points 
with the lower surface of the screen. Each such contact 
point will serve to break the surface tension of the water 
in the screen 10 with the result that the flow of water 
through the screen is constantly being initiated and pro 
moted in the vicinity of each contact point. This phe 
nomenon is similar to that observed in a canvas camping 
tent, the roof of which may be substantially impervious 
to water except at any point where it may be touched on 
the inside. As a result of this phenomenon it is possible 
to use a screen 10 woven very closely of water repellent 
yarns or wires having openings between yarns or wires 
So Small that water would not flow therethrough without 
inducement. With such fine-mesh screen 10 resting upon 
the Supplemental belt provided in accordance with the 
present invention, the flow of water through the screen 
is induced throughout the area of contact with the belt 
rather than only at the table rolls, suction boxes or other 
dewatering devices. The advantages of using such fine 
mesh screens 10 are manifold and include exceedingly 
high fines retention, early and rapid build-up of a lower 
most layer of fibers and other papermaking constituents 
upon the screen, and extremely smooth and uniform sur 
face on the screen side of the paper. 

Because of the presence of the relatively coarse mesh 
supplemental belts provided by the present invention di 
rectly beneath the screen 10, "shadow marking” might 
be expected. However, this is not the case even with 
exceedingly finely woven Fourdrinier screens so long as 
Water is not forced by the table rolls, for example, to 
flow through the screen at such a high rate as would 
be objectionable anyhow from the standpoint of poor 
formation throughout the paper sheet. It it believed 
that one of the factors which contribute to the absence 
of "shadow marking" in the practice of the present in 
vention, is the fact that the screen 10 and the supple 
mental belts 52, 52,252 or 352 are separate fabrics which 
more or less continuously move or shift relative to one 
another as they are driven through their respective paths. 
For example, it has been found that the screen and the 
Supplemental belt drift back and forth relative to one 
another in directions transverse the path of travel for 
distances sometimes as great as about two inches. For 
this reason it is preferable, as shown in FIG. 6, to make 
the Supplemental belt 52 somewhat wider than the screen 
10 So that the longitudinal edges of the screen 10 will 
not overlap the edges of the supplemental belt. While 
the drifting referred to is kept to a small amount by the 
automatic individually acting return guide rolls described 
above, there inevitably will be sufficient drifting in 
transverse direction to cause the patterns of the two fab 
rics to shift relative to one another. It also has been 
observed that the outer fabric, that is the screen 10, will 
creep ahead of the lower fabric because of its tendency 
to run at a slightly higher average longitudinal speed. 
When it is considered that the diameter of the yarns and 
the Spacing between the yarns in even the coarsest fabric 
might be used as a Supplemental belt in practicing this 
invention, are only a small fraction of an inch, it will 
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2 
be recognized that even the small amount of drifting or 
creep between the fabrics which occurs in each circuit 
of the machine is sufficient to continuously change the 
flow patterns through the interstices of the two fabrics. 

It has been pointed out above that any of the supple 
mental belts employed in accordance with the present 
invention are preferably made of a synthetic woven ma 
terial and several reasons for such preference have al 
ready been stated. An additional reason for the use 
of such materials rather than a woven metal screen, 
for example, is that by proper choice of materials or 
combinations of materials utilized in the yarns from which 
the belts of the present invention are woven, the fatigue 
resistance of the synthetic fabrics can far exceed the fa 
tigue resistance of a metal screen of equivalent coarse 
ness under the conditions encountered in a papermaking 
machine. It will be recognized that endless belts are re 
peatedly bent back and forth as they pass over the driving 
rolls, guide rolls and the like, as well as when they pass 
over the table rolls and suction boxes. Such repeated 
flexure of metal wire screens causes workhardening there 
of which eventually leads to fracture. Furthermore, in 
a papermaking machine the Fourdrinier screen inherently 
is Subjected to varying amounts of tension in the di 
rection of movement thereof, the tension normally being 
the greatest in that portion of the screen which extends 
from the last suction box to the couch roll. As the 
Screen passes around the couch roll the tension is pro 
gressively reduced from this maximum to substantially 
the minimum longitudinal tension which exists after the 
Screen leaves the lower surface of the couch roll and 
enters its return path. At high machine speeds the 
cycling between high and low longitudinal tension is very 
rapid and leads to fatigue failure in metal screens. Fab 
rics in accordance with the present invention can be so 
constructed as to withstand a substantially greater num 
ber of flexural or tension cyclings than can be withstood 
by metal screens of similar coarseness under the tensile 
loading conditions which are encountered in a paper 
making machine. 

All of the supplemental belts of the present invention 
Substantially reduce, and some almost entirely eliminate, 
the ordinarily high longitudinally stresses to which the 
Fourdrinier screen 10 is subjected. They also reduce 
at least some of the flexural stresses thereon, for exam 
ple, at the table rolls and at the suction boxes. Accord 
ingly, the Screens 10 for use in the present invention 
may be designed with much less than usual regard for 
the danger of fatigue failure. It is for this reason that 
Fourdrinier screens woven from metal wire or combina 
tions of metal and synthetic or glass fiber yarns, may be 
used with the supplemental fabric belts of the present 
invention although, as stated above, the full advantages 
of this invention are believed to be best achieved by the 
use of Synthetic fabrics for both the screen and belt. 
When Synthetic screens 10 are used they may be woven 
from yarns selected from the same groups of materials 
and yarn constructions discussed below in connection 
With the Supplemental belts. 
The Supplemental screen-like fabric belts 52, 152, 252 

and 352 are preferably woven from a synthetic material 
having high tensile strength and great abrasion resistance 
Whether Wet or dry, and nylon has been mentioned above 
as a suitable material having these characteristics in such 
degree as to be particularly useful for the purposes of 
this invention. Nylon yarns in the form of monofila 
ment, multifilament or staple fiber yarns may be used as 
Warp or weft, or both, and different forms may be used 
as warp and weft respectively. There are other syn 
thetic fiber forming materials available at the present 
time which have characteristics such as to be adequate 
for use in this invention, and it is reasonable to expect 
that new materials of similar or superior characteristics 
will be developed in the future. Some of these other 

75 materials may be used alone to produce yarns of multi 
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filament, monofilament or staple fiber types, or filaments 
or fibers made of such materials may be blended with 
others or with nylon filaments or fibers to produce multi 
filament or staple fiber yarns suitable for use as warp 
or weft, or both, in the manufacture of fabrics for this 
invention. No effort will be made herein to make a de 
tailed classification of specific characteristics of fabrics 
woven from such materials or blends, or combinations 
thereof. However, nylon-6, nylon 6-6, nylon 6-10, ny 
lon 11, Dacron, polyethylene and glass are presently avail 
able and have been found to be particularly suitable. 
Dacron or glass may be formed into monofilaments or 
independent fine filaments for use in multifilament yarns, 

; and individually encased in a suitable type of nylon, if 
so desired, whereby the composite filament will exhibit 
desirable surface characteristics of nylon and yet have 
such desirable additional characteristics as the encased, 
or core, material may afford. Any of the materials 
named above, or composites or blends thereof, may be 
utilized as multifilament yarns or staple fiber yarns of 
cabled or plied construction, as may be desired, and any 
particular fabric may have yarns made of the same or 
different material or of the same or different construc 
tion in the warp or weft. 

Fabrics for use as the supplemental belts 52, 152, 252 
or 352 disclosed herein, are preferably woven endless. 
Among the advantages thus achieved is avoidance of the 
need for splicing or otherwise joining the ends to form 
endless belts. However, in many papermaking machines 
it may be inconvenient or time-consuming to install an end 
less belt in any one or more of the positions illustrated 
herein, and particularly when such machines are in pro 
duction of some product in which marking of the product 
is not objectionable it may be economically preferable to 
provide the belts with some form of fastening means by 
which the ends may be joined after installation. For such 
instances, the belts may be woven endless so that the wefts 
run longitudinally and they may be cut transversely. 
Also, they may be woven as flat fabrics with the warps 
running longitudinally. In either event, the ends may be 
joined, after installation, by sewing, or lacing, or by 
adhesives, or any combination thereof, or the ends of the 
belts may be provided with loops or metal clips adapted 
to receive a pintle to form a hinged joint as is well-known 
in the art. 
The fabrics for use as supplemental belts 52, 152, 252 

or 352 are preferably stabilized to prevent shoving of the 
yarns and to minimize dimensional changes under the 
varying tensile stresses and moisture conditions to which 
they are subjected in use and during start-ups and shut 
downs of the machine. The fabrics may be stabilized by 
heat-setting of some or all of the fibers therein with or 
without the application of chemicals which react with or 
coat, or both, some or all of the fibers or yarns to stiffen 
or otherwise to change the characteristics of the fibers or 
yarns, or the surfaces thereof. The applied chemicals 
may themselves be heat-settable or curable, or they may 
be of such a nature as to react with some or all of the 
fibers or yarns to form heat-settable compositions. It is 
preferred to stabilize the fabrics while in endless form 
whereby they may be brought to or maintained in a 
specific yarn count, both warp and weft, which is best cal 
culated to promote stability, and stabilized at that count. 
For example, a fabric having at least some yarns which 
consist at least in part of nylon may be stabilized by heat 
setting of the nylon, and stability may be enhanced by 
applying an aldehyde resin to the fabric and heating the 
fabric, while held to desired yarn count, to cure and heat 
set the resin-coated nylon. The endless fabric which is 
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The service life of any of the fabrics used as supple 

mental belts as disclosed herein, will be enhanced if the 
fabric is stabilized in such a manner that the transversely 
extending yarns undulate above and below the longitudi 
nally extending yarns to protect the latter from abrasive 
wear. Thus, when the fabric is manipulated to bring it to 
desired count or to hold it in desired count care may be 
taken to assure that the lengthwise-extending yarns are 
substantially straight and the cross-wise extending yarns 
undulate above and below the crossing points. The fabric 
is then set with the yarns so disposed. As indicated above, 
this result is most readily achieved when an endless 
woven fabric is used. 
What I claim is: 
1. For use in a papermaking machine and the like 

having an endless forming screen traveling through an 
endless path to receive an aqueous suspension of fibers 
from which water drains through said screen to leave a 
layer of fibers on the outer surface of said screen, and 
having one or more dewatering devices positioned along 
a portion of said endless path to promote the flow of water 
through said screen, an endless supplemental belt made 
of screen-like fabric substantially the entire area of which 
is woven exclusively from synthetic fiber-forming material 
characterized by having whether wet or dry great tensile 
strength great resistance to abrasion and great resistance to 
damage due to flexing, said belt being arranged on said 
papermaking machine to move in an endless path inside 
the endless path of said forming screen, the endless paths 
of said forming screen and said belt substantially coincid 
ing in a portion of the endless path of said forming screen 
in which said forming screen is advanced over at least one 
of said dewatering devices whereby in said portion of said 
path said belt is interposed between said forming screen 
and said dewatering devices with the outer surface of said 
belt in face-to-face contact with the inner surface of said 
forming screen and the inner surface of said belt in con 
tact with said dewatering devices, the fabric from which 
said belt is formed having the weft yarns extending longi 
tudinally and the warp yarns extending transversely of 
the path of movement of said belt, and the fabric of said 
belt being stabilized with the transversely extending warp 
yarns set in undulating form to provide knuckles extend 
ing above and below the longitudinally extending weft 
yarns to protect said weft yarns from abrasive wear and 
to mesh with the inner surface of said forming screen to 
provide improved longitudinal driving engagement be 
tween those portions of said belt and said forming screen 
which are in face-to-face contact. 

2. An endless supplemental belt in accordance with 
claim 1 for use in a papermaking machine and the like 
having a woven forming screen of relatively fine mesh, 
the fabric of said belt being substantially coarser in mesh 
than said forming screen. 
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